
The Evolution of Altruism (cont…)

•As mental growth rapidly accelerated, social intelligence evolved in the brain in order to connect past-present-possible future scenarios that 
not only meant life or death, but also the ability to evaluate prospects and consequences of alliances, deception, rivalry, bonding, sexual 
reproduction, loyalty and betrayal amongst family members and other members of the group.

•Out of millions of species that exist today, humans are the only species with a brain capable of imagining different possible futures, and to plan 
and choose among them.

•In addition to individual interactions with others around the campsite, cooperative or competitive scenarios between groups from nearby 
campsites became more common, either in cooperation in finding and harvesting new resources together, or in competition such as violent 
conflict when resources became scarce.

•Therefore, two types of interaction were essential in forming early human social behavior: individual and group
1. As an individual, we depended on our mental capacity and social intelligence for individual survival within our group.
-Example: If we take care of our individual well-being, we can survive longer to help our family and friends survive.

2. As a group, we learned that by working together and cooperating with other members, we improved our chance of survival, access to 
resources and ability to reproduce in a safe environment.
-Example: If we all work together to curb air pollution, we all get to breathe cleaner air.

•If a group was made up of selfish individuals, such as eating all of the food and not sharing, younger, sicker or elderly members of the group 
did not survive. Inevitably this led to groups with smaller numbers, or groups with more weak and sickly members. If local resources became 
scarce with other competitive groups nearby, selfish individuals were easily overpowered or outcasted by larger groups of individuals working 
cooperatively together.

•Research is showing that most people intuitively help out if they see others hurt or in a desperate situation (war, natural disaster).
•Examples of group altruism vs. individual selfishness?

-Childhood - Parents teaching children to share vs. “Mine!” “Look at me! Look at me!”
-Family - Working together as a team vs. Domineering
-School - Developing friendships w/ classmates vs. Bullying, narcissism
-Traffic - Traffic flowing smoothly vs. cutting people off, causing an accident that slows-down traffic
-Sports - Teamwork vs. “ball hog”; enjoying the game vs. antagonizing “fanatic”
-Work - Teamwork, accountability vs. Taking all the credit, workplace bullying
-Everyday life - Politeness, chivalry vs. Rude, “me vs. you”


